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I'm Damilare. I created Not Your Typical as a way to house my research and ideas spanning multiple 
fields. In lieu of the 20’s I use my Genius to take on projects and consult with other academics and 
business starters of the millennial generation.

An Artist first, I formally trained in Computer Animation for cinema; Industrial design for tech discov-
ering everything is tech I study materials from fabrics to plastics & metals. That education prepped 
me for all the projects I take on today where I revise the information & break it down into bitesize 
chunks for anyone that will find it useful.

These studies and blogs have introduced me to Mathematicians, Psychologists,Architects, Mechan-
ical Engineers and Material Engineers where I’ve consulted on numerous dissertation and thesis 
proposals to visualise the most creative body of work and engage in robust ideas.

Why SickleCell Companion ? 

I started talking about Sickle Cell out of necessity, I was mistreaded  in the hospital system while I 
was suffering though Months of pain During Autumn Winter 18/19; I turned to my psychologist and 
she told me she was unable to do any thing and told me ‘what can one person do’. Leaving me with 
no one to turn to I was filled with energy enough to make me wrivte a book on my trauma in order to 
deal with some of the stress and pain I suffered.

After sharing some of my writing with friends and professionals I’ve been prompted to share my 
information and first hand experience to hopefully do some good for the people who are going 
through Depression, PTSD, Traumatic Experiences, Anxiety &  Grief.

I created Sickle Cell Companion to educate the uniformed and put out information everyone should 
know as well as A&E/ER Nurses and Doctors should know when faced with someone who has 
Sickle Cell. 

Email: damilare@live.co.uk


